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Who We Are
Hex Click is an Advertisement company running with
a policy of sharing revenue to its members.

Our philosophy is simple at Hex Click – we strive to
provide the best for our Advertiser, Investor and
Member’s. In the modern time it’s impossible to
reach success line without good advertisement plan
for a product or a service. But Hex Click can make
an advertisement campaign perfect to achieve the
goal of success. How do we do it? It’s part strategy,
part creative inspiration, industry knowledge, years
of experience, and new technologies. We use all our
in-house resources to create multi-faceted, visionary
plans geared to generate success for our advertiser-
clients.



Board of Directors

David John Hindmarch is a well 
experienced person from this field of 
tele-marketing who has been around. 

Hex Click has an honor to have such a 
seasoned man from the same origin 
who has the guts for being in contact 
with thousands of the references 
around the globe through internet. 

HEX CLICK owns a fascination to have 

a splendid team head here that is 

among the most well reputed SEO 

expert. 

It has always been our priority to hire 

and manage a team of worth-valued 

mates so this is another justification 

of our work done. 

Jennifer Lambert is a person from 

network marketing is up here to let 

HEX CLICK touch the heights of sky as 

it progresses day by day.

Somebody with having an art of 

dealing the people from different 

areas of the world can be expected to 

have a huge past experience under his 

belt.



Compensation Plan

As a market leader and pioneer of the global advertisement industry, Hex Click now comes with a 
revenue sharing opportunity for its members, with a new concept of advertisement system – MMS full 
form Mass Media Marketing. In this MMS system we need a lots of people to cover the goal of success 
for our client. So now we offering our members to generate revenue using an extensive Online 
Advertising Network with a wide global scope and targeted reach. Moreover, our members not only get 
to have the benefits of being a part of a world class targeted advertising company but get an un-
equivalent opportunity of being able to pursue network marketing. With our unique and extraordinary 
compensation plan, members get a wide scope to achieve the goal of success. 



Direct Referral Earning

When you refer any new member in Hexclick

you would get 5% Direct Referral 

Commission. You can introduce unlimited 

members over here in reward of which you 

can earn a lot in shape of Direct Referral 

Commission. 

Compensation Plan
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Binary Commission 

When you place your added members to 

your right and left teams then it forms a 

binary that later produces your binary 

commissions. Binary Commission will base 

on your weaker line that would make 10% of 

your weaker line. 

Passive Earning

This is a passive earning that will be coming 

your way through viewing ads weekly. There 

are multiple packages for you that you can 

have and you can upgrade your packages 

through getting them. 
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DIRECT REFERRAL EARNING

When you refer any new member in maverick ads you 

would get 5% Direct Referral Commission. You can 

introduce unlimited members over here in reward of 

which you can earn a lot in shape of Direct Referral 

Commission. 

Compensation Plan



BINARY COMMISSION

When you place your added members to your 

right and left teams then it forms a binary that 

later produces your binary commissions. 

Binary Commission will base on your weaker 

line that would make 10% of your weaker line.
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Compensation Plan



AD VIEW EARNING

This is a passive earning that will be coming 

your way through viewing ads weekly. There 

are multiple packages for you that you can 

have and you can upgrade your packages 

through getting them.
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Compensation Plan



Swift 
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Swift Pack 1 carries a 
Cost of $100 and will 
bring $10 earning per 
week consistently for 

25 week on visualizing 
25 Ads with capping 

limit of $500.

Swift Pack 2 carries a 
Cost of $500 and will 
bring $55 earning per 
week for nonstop 25 
week on viewing 25 

Ads with capping limit 
of $500.

Swift Pack 3 carries a 
Cost of $2000 and will 
bring $250 earning per 
week consistently for 

25 week on viewing 25 
Ads with capping limit 

of $2000.

Swift Pack 4 carries a 
Cost of $5000 and will 
bring $625 earning per 
week consistently for 

25 week on visualizing 
25 Ads with capping 

limit of $3000.
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Swift Plan



HEX

Pack 4

HEX

Pack 5

HEX 

Pack 6

If a person purchases an exclusively designed 

Package of 25$ then he/she will be able to 

acquire an amount of $1 on every week for 

the consecutive 100 weeks in reward of 

completing the task of viewing 25 ads a week.

If in case an individual gets an up gradation of 

an Package becomes of $50 that would serve 

him/her with $2 a week for consistently 100 

weeks on clunking 25 ads during this specific 

time span. 

$4 a week will be given to a particular person 

who gets a Package of $100 and he or she 

clicks the 25 diversified ads. It will result him 

with $400 at the end of 100 weeks. 

$1200 will be a reward for a viewer who grabs 

a package of $300 which generates a $12 

weekly earning. What the purchaser needs to 

do is to just view 25 ads a week.

$5000 will be an incentive in terms of income 

for those who get an Ad package of $1000 

with weekly earnings of $50. They have to 

view 25 ads a week.

$180 will be given weekly to those lucky 

people who get on 25 clunks a week on ads 

purchased of $3000 and $18000 will be 

earned by him/her in 100 weeks. 

HEX

Pack 1

HEX

Pack 3

HEX 

Pack 2

Regular Plan





Hex Click is a registered advertising company in UK

UK – H & C Investments Limited
URL: http://wck2.companieshouse.gov.uk//wcframe?name=accessCompanyInfo

Reg. Number: 08257557



Hex Click is a registered advertising company in USA

Legal Verifications:
USA – H & C Investments LLC 
URL: https://delecorp.delaware.gov/tin/GINameSearch.jsp

File Number: 5470462



Have a superb future with Hex Click!

JOIN NOW
Click here to sign up

https://www.hexclick.com/signup?ref=43125451
https://www.hexclick.com/signup?ref=43125451
https://www.hexclick.com/signup?ref=43125451
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